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A lovely, charming and delightful game. It's true that the controls could be better but I found it a joy to play nonetheless.. A
terrible puzzle game containing pornopgrahic images. If anyone from Valve is reading this, please take this garbage off of
Steam. I'm 100% this is a violation of the ToS, and it's a blatant cash grab targeted toward horny teenagers, and weeaboos.

 I was also banned from uploading screenshots for 3 days, only because I had uploaded screenshots from this game to show
Valve the explicit sexual content.

. Old North has a number of good songs in it. The soundtrack, however, only has a few. Several key themes are absent, including
some from prologues and cutscenes, the overworld theme, and even the song from the title screen.

I will gladly change the review to positive if they ever add in all of the missing tracks, some of which I'm sure many people
wanted to acquire when they had purchased the OST. I simply cannot recommend it in this incomplete state, especially given
that it used to cost $15.. Love the Retro art.. it's like i'm back of being child because of this game. <3. It's good, not sure it's
full price good, but it's good. Price point should have been closer to 39.00. Solid C&C style RTS. I like that the units don't
have special powers that have to be kept up with. (why I suck so bad at SC2)

That being said, it's still pretty challenging in it's own right, just more straight forward, which I like.
. I can understand anything, but this is some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

I usually give negative reviews when the game is boring, dull, unnecessarily hard or something else. This one is everything
combined.

It's just broken! It's broken to a point some enemies have attacks that make you get stuck inside them. And since you have
almost no post-hit invincibility, they drain your energy faster than you can even understand what's going on.
No invincibility is a death sentence in this game. Most of the enemies designed in a way that if you get hit, you're doomed to
get hit multiple times. The beginning of the game is really frustrating as you only have 3 HP, and it gets drowned really,
really quickly.

The stage design seems to be blunt and random. Most of the weapons shoot in a straight, but there isn't much enemies that are
aligned enough for you to hit them, so your best bet is getting a sniper rifle and brute-forcing yourself through the stage, as
it's the only weapon in the game that automatically aims for you.

Enemies are some real \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I already mentioned the Ninjas that get stuck inside you, but in NG+
they really got carried away with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tting you. Mortires are my faviourite -
they spawn bombs that drop straight down. One of the stages had like 20 of them, so they covered entire screen in one big
explosion. It's always nice to lose because the game decides so.

The visual design is lame, boring, lazy, and cheap. Some elements took effort and it's visible, but the other are just a few
colors mixed in with little to no detail whatsoever.

The story is... why is it there again? It's boring.

Now let's talk about the game. It has NG and NG+ modes - which is understandable. Byt why NG+ is essential to the plot?
How many examples do you need to understand, that making you play the game TWICE is just
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. NG in this game is like 30% of the deal. The
real\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665starts in NG+, and you don't want it.

Overall a freaking brainless button masher. Just get a sniper rifle and tap X to win.
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better then the star ruler 2.. I don't know what to think of this game, it's funny but weird. It's so bad that it's actually kind of
funny. Is this game really worth your money? Well depends, do you like ludicrous RPG Maker games that are more about jokes
than mechanics? If not then no. If so, then yes. The gameplay is simple, use arrow keys to move, enter is your action button and
combat functions like a pokemon game in simplistic turn-based fashion. The artwork is pretty much just google images put into
the game so you can imagine it's all pretty bad yet mildly humourous. I also cannot stop laughing at the copy\/pasted pic of
GabeN in this game... so funny. All in all, this game will probably get pulled for copyright reasons but it's good for a few yucks.
Honestly, I'd be more inclined to recommend it if it was .99 cents rather than almost 3 bucks.
Gameplay Footage and Impressions:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-RZn89e7pnM. Good dlc plenty of treasure chests with good items, also gives a lot of exp
from the 3 maps. Add please the graphics settings.. Amazing game. Bought the "DLC" just to support the developers.. An
excellent character to have in the game and on your team. He can heal the entire team with one move. He does really big healing
when the time needs it. He is alright in combat and does enough damage to hold his weight. He can go to rank 15 which is great
if your trying to get all the achievements for this game. He is a great member to have on the team and in the game so I highly
recommend getting this downloadable character with the base game.
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